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In Lecture 2

 What we discussed
 Kaplan-Meier curves/estimates
 Nonparametric MLE



Two-sample testing

 Two-sample studies
 Compare two survival functions via hypothesis 

testing
 Assess group differences or treatment effect

 Superiority versus non-inferiority
 Active-control 

 Sample size and power calculation
 Sequential monitoring

 Establish efficacy/futility boundaries
 Project timing of interim analyses



Review of  binary outcomes

 In a two by two table

 Chi-square test



A simple two-sample test



 Shortfalls
 Only test survival difference at a specific time
 Yet to provide a overall summary of difference 

over time
 Yet to take advantage of time-varying incidence 

rates to maximize the power to detect difference



Log-rank test

 Motivation
 Synthesize two-by-two tables that can be 

constructed at each observed failure time
 Why not censoring?

 For multiple two-by-two tables
 Mantel-Haenszel approach when adjusting for potential 

confounders by stratification



Log-rank test



Log-rank test

 Test statistic:



Underlying theory



Two-sided testing procedure



Example







Relationship between Mantel-Haenszel 
and log-rank









Weighted log-rank test



Weighted log-rank test







A trivia



Take-home message

 Log-rank test is essentially to test

Proportional hazards



An example

Not significant



Hypothetical examples

Log-rank test

Yes? No?



Stratified log-rank





STATA codes



One-way ANOVA









STATA codes



Trend test





STATA codes



Counting process representation of  
weighted log-rank test



Power calculation based on weighted log-
rank test





Distributional properties and power

Weight function 
user-defined

Degree of nonpropotionality

Difference to detect



Sample size calculation





Proportion of treatment arm
e.g. 1-to-1 randomization: 1/2



Sequential monitoring

 Develop a design for repeated data analyses
 satisfying the ethical need for early termination if 

initial results are extreme 
 not increasing the chance of false conclusions



O’Brien-Fleming guideline

 How the O'Brien-Fleming guideline works:
 Arriving at recommendations about early 

termination of clinical trials
 that establish favorable effects
 that rule out favorable effects



Example: O’Brien-Fleming boundaries

 Example: HPTN 052
 Goal: with 4 analyses, 

preserve the 1-sided 
false positive error rate:  
0.025

 Issue: account for 
multiple comparisons

0.025

L  =    85          170        255        340

00001 

0023

0103

0225

O’Brien-Fleming Boundaries, Biometrics (1979)



Establish favorable effects

ln 0.80

REJECT
H : β ≥ ln 0.80
H : β < ln 0.80

ln 0.52

L =  85           170            255           340

Estimated log hazards ratio

21            58            95          133
v. 64 v. 112 v. 160 v. 207
.325         .518         .599        .644



Rule out favorable effects

ln 0.80

REJECT
H : β ≥ ln 0.80
H : β < ln 0.80

ln 0.52

ln 1.22

L =  85          170          255          340

56           94          132          170
v. 29 v. 76 v. 123 v.  170
1.909     1.236      1.069        .995

17

Estimated log hazards ratio



Accrual and follow-up

 Step 1: what is the probability of a subject to 
have an event at x when he/she is recruited 
at v?

A: Accrual F: Follow-up

Subject v x

Rate of lost-to-follow-up



 Step 2: Total expected number of events



Example: HTPN 052 Trial
 Two-arm control randomized clinical trial of treatment 

strategies of ART management
 Immediate versus delayed
 Four interim analyses planned
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